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Abstract—Understanding how to obtain consumer adoption preferences is the basis for third-party mobile payment platform to gain a competitive advantage in the payment market. Based on customer perceived value theory, this study used in-depth interviews and empirical test methods to construct a research model of perceived value driving third-party mobile payment platform to obtain consumer adoption preferences. Evidence shows that process value perception (perceived ease of use, perceived risk and perceived convenience) and result value perception (perceived usefulness, perceived pleasure) affect third-party mobile payment platform to obtain consumer adoption preference through perceived value. The relative influence of perceived adoption preference on consumers is perceived pleasure, perceived convenience, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, and perceived usefulness. These conclusions provide theoretical and management implications for the construction of third-party mobile payment platforms and other payment platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the main force of Internet and financial ecology, third-party mobile payment platform has become the mainstream platforms for individual payment and transfer. How to enhance users’ stickiness and adoption preference is an important issue faced by emerging third-party mobile payment platform. The existing research mainly discusses the influence factors of consumers’ adoption preference from consumers’ own perspective and external stimulus perspective [1-4]. However, there are still few studies on the key factors and mechanism of adoption preference formation. In fact, the use of mobile payment platforms is not merely a question of acceptance by consumers, but also a process of value balance between gains and losses [5]. Consumers use payment platform as service experience, and the perceived value that they generate comes from the environment, processes, results, and remedies throughout the platform's use [6]. In the era of internet virtual finance, people are more concerned with the feelings and expectations of using payment platforms. Therefore, this study will explore prepositional factors of consumer perceived value from third-party mobile payment platform through the perspectives of process perceived and result perceived to reveal the mechanism model of third party mobile payment platform obtain consumers’ adoption preference, and to provide management inspiration for third-party mobile payment platform and other payment platforms.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Perceived value is the overall evaluation of product or service by consumer after balancing perceived benefit and cost [7]. Wolfgang divided the perceived value elements into the perception of product characteristics, service characteristics and promotion characteristics. Among them, the perception of product characteristics includes the perception of availability and ease of use of product attributes; the perception of service characteristics includes the perception of technical support, technological innovation, reliability, speed of supply and technical information; the perception brought by price reduction, red envelopes and image integration has formed the perception of promotional characteristics. These factors of perceived value are the source of competitive advantage for enterprises, but they are too fragmented to make it easier for companies to develop perceived value for consumers. This study has refined the consumer perceived value elements into perceived ease of use, perceived risk, perceived convenience, perceived usefulness and perceived pleasure. According to the theory of customer perceived value, consumers’ use or re-use depends on the perceived value after balancing benefits and losses by consumers. Thus, this study believes that perceived value will drive third-party mobile payment platform to gain consumer adoption preference.

III. RESEARCH MODEL AND RESEARCH METHODS

A. Research model

Based on the above background, this study proposes a research model in which perceived value drives third-party mobile payment platform to obtain consumer preferences, as shown in Fig. 1. In the entire process of consumers using third-party mobile payment platforms, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, and perceived convenience constitute process value perception, perceived usefulness, and perceived pleasure constitute perceived value perception. And it assumes that the perceived ease of use, perceived convenience, perceived usefulness, and perceived pleasure obtained by consumers from third-party mobile platform are positively correlated with perceived value, and perceived risk is negatively correlated with perceived value, and perceived value is
positively related to consumer adoption preference of third-party mobile payment platform.

\[ H_6 \]

\[ \text{H}_1 \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{H}_3 \rightarrow \text{H}_4 \rightarrow \text{H}_5 \rightarrow \text{H}_6 \]

**B. Measurement**

In order to ensure the validity and reliability of the questionnaire, this study draws on the maturation scale of relevant foreign literature, and then combines the context of this article with the in-depth interview data to modify the measurement items. First, referring to foreign scales, four items were designed for perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived pleasure, perceived value and adoption preference, and five items were designed for perceived risk.\[8 -12\] Second, this study conducted a group interview with 30 randomly selected consumers who have experience with third-party mobile payment platform and other payment platforms. Finally, through the collation of interview data, the elements are coded and classified, and the applicability and rationality of the questionnaire are evaluated, the questionnaire are revised and adjusted to the final questionnaire.

**C. Data collection and sample characteristics**

This study adopts the form of questionnaires issued on the ground and online questionnaires. The content of the questionnaire is divided into two parts. One part is the use of a Likert scale to measure the driving factors that third-party mobile payment platform obtain consumer preference, and the other is the collection of personal information of survey respondents. The survey participants used five levels for each item (1 = completely disagree; 2 = less agree; 3 = not sure; 4 = somewhat agree; 5 = completely agree). According to statistics, total of 400 questionnaires were issued, with a total of 272 valid questionnaires. Of the respondents, 52.9% were females and 43.1% were males; 87.1% were 18-45 years old and 8.5% were over 45; 72.1% were college students, and 11.8% were graduates or higher. As for monthly mobile phone charges, 54.4% were under 50 yuan, and only 4.4% were over 150 yuan; 63.2% of respondents use it more than 8 times per week, and 22.1% use it between 3-8 times per week.; 42.3% came from Jiangxi, 22.4% came from Guangdong, and 21.3% came from Hubei.

**IV. RESULTS**

**A. Measurement evaluation.**

This study used AMOS 7.0 to perform confirmatory factor analysis on 7 multi-item models consisting of 28 items. As a result, one item was deleted for each perceived ease of use, perceived convenience, perceived usefulness, and perceived value. The overall measurement model fit was significantly optimized. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1. It can be seen from the fitness index that the overall degree of the model is better; the Cronbach's a values are all greater than 0.7, and the internal consistency reliability of each latent variable is relatively high; secondly, the Normalized load factors of all latent variables are greater than 0.5, the average extraction variance (AVE) values are all greater than 0.5, and the combined reliability (CR) are all greater than 0.7, indicating that the latent variables have high concentration validity; at the same time, as shown in Table 2, the average variance (numbers on the diagonal) of each latent variable is greater than the square of the correlation coefficient between the latent variables (numbers on the non-diagonal lines), indicating that the discriminant validity between the latent variables is high and the latent variables are irrelevant with each other.
B. Hypothesis testing.

The structural equations of the model were analyzed by AMOS7.0. The fitting indicators showed that the structural model had a good degree of fit. The assumptions of this study were also supported. The results are shown in Table 2. In process perceived and result perceived of consumers using third-party mobile payment platform, perceived risk has a negative impact on perceived value; perceived ease of use, perceived convenience, perceived usefulness and perceived pleasure have a certain positive impact to perceived value. But perceived usefulness does not show a significant positive effect on perceived value. This may be due to the fact that third-party mobile payment platform and other payment platforms have similar benefits to consumers’ life or work, so consumers are less sensitive to the perceived usefulness of third-party mobile payment platform. The perceived value obtained by consumers from third-party mobile payment platform is positively related to adoption preferences.

V. Conclusions

This study established a model that perceived value drives third-party mobile payment platform to gain consumers’ adoption preferences, and has achieved interesting conclusions. First, the process by which third-party mobile payment platform gain consumer adoption preferences is the process of perceived value formation. Third-party mobile payment platform need to focus on increasing consumers’ perceived sensitivity to the value of third-party mobile payment platform in order to obtain consumer adoption preference. Second, consumers’ perceived ease of use, perceived risk, perceived convenience, perceived usefulness, and perceived pleasure derived from third-party mobile payment platform create perceived value. Among them, perceived pleasure has the strongest influence on consumer adoption preference, followed by perceived convenience, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, and perceived usefulness. This shows that with the development of technology, whether the basic functions of third-party mobile payment platform can meet the daily needs of consumers and the risks of the platform are not the primary concerns of consumers. Instead, consumers pay special attention to the pleasure of red envelopes and rebates when using third-party mobile payment platform.

This study extends the applicability of customer perceived value theory to perceived value drive consumer adoption preference, and helps explain the inherent mechanism of third party mobile payment platforms obtain consumer adoption preference. First, this study focuses on consumer adoption preference and perceived value analysis, examines the perceived value elements, and explains the relationship between perceived value and consumer behavior based on the customer perceived value theory. Secondly, this study draws on the research of scholars in the field of service marketing, and places perceived value as a service experience in process perception and result perception in search of pre-influencing factors, thereby enriching the existing research path. Finally, this study focuses on the value-balancing aspect of adoption preference formation process and establishes a research model that reveals the key elements and mechanisms of perceived value driving third-party mobile payment platforms to obtain consumer adoption preference, further deepening the internal mechanism of third party Mobile payment platforms gain consumer adoption preference.

In order to enhance users’ stickiness and gain consumer preference, third-party mobile payment platform and other developers can start from the following points. First, Perceived value is not only a measure of the balance between gains and losses brought about by consumers and external stimuli, but also a predictor of consumer preferences. Designers of third-
party mobile payment platform should maximize the use of their existing technologies to enhance consumers' perceived value of third-party mobile payment platform by enhancing the subsidiary functions of platform, simplifying the use of processes, and strengthening payment security. At the same time, due to the different needs of consumers, platform developers should develop different versions (such as the simplified version and the normal version) of the payment platform or customize different payment platform affiliate functions for different customers based on different consumer groups to meet consumers’ needs. Second, payment service providers must not only pay attention to the perceived value brought by the platform technology level, but also emphasize the perceived value of platform marketing strategies, and rationally allocate various perceived value elements to maximize perceived value of the platform for consumers. And further enhances the consumer's use of third-party mobile payment platform.

Although this study has achieved some important research conclusions, this study still has the following deficiencies. First, there are many factors that influence the third party mobile payment platform to obtain consumer preference. This study only validates the role of some elements from the perspective of perceived value, and other elements are not included in the model. Second, the entire process of using third-party mobile payment platforms by consumers includes the entire experience of environment, processes, results and remedies. This study only explores the pre-influencing factors of perceived value from the perspective of process and result. Third, the survey sample has limitations. Due to time and energy constraints, in-depth interviews and questionnaire surveys are mostly for university students. Defects in sampling may have an impact on the conclusions. However, undergraduates are the main group of people using third-party mobile payment platforms, which to some extent make up for the lack of sampling.
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